
 

Dear Drama Grade 10, 

Hope you are all keeping safe during lockdown. Please also remember that you 

are living through a part of history that will be taught to future generations of 

how a virus existed to threaten human life. Remember as Drama Students, we 

thrive under such circumstances as we become social commentators or bring 

awareness. This is done through what we have at our disposal in front of us - 

Media. [Keep this in mind as I will later be discussing the two-folds of the 

theme program]. Instructions: 

1. Write all notes in your A4 Drama book -the book deals with Drama History (Front) 

and Books we read at the back. 

2. Any practical reflections or brainstorming with your group, needs to go 

down in the small Drama Book (A5). REMEMBER YOUR JOURNAL CAN BE 

TAKEN IN AND MARKED AS YOUR PRACTICAL- MAKE SURE IT IS 

SUFFICIENTLY WRITTEN. (handing in your journal, you will send pictures of it when 

requested to 

show me if it is complete) 

3. You will submit your written assessments electronically via 

svlandir@vghs.co.za (not google classroom) and await a response email 

stating I have received your work. If no response email is sent, take it that I 

have not received it. 

6. Practical exam will work in two folds one is an electronic hand in (that if it is good 

quality-we will submit as part of the awareness campaign for corona virus) 

 

  



 

Course Outline 

This is what you should be doing on each day for drama: 

WEEK 8 

18/05/2020 Work on Research: Theatre is ritual, and ritual is theatre 

19/05/2020 Work on Research: Theatre is ritual, and ritual is theatre 

20/05/2020 Work on Research: Theatre is ritual, and ritual is theatre 

21/05/2020 Work on Research: Theatre is ritual, and ritual is theatre 

22/05/2020 Work on Research: Theatre is ritual, and ritual is theatre 
 
Hand in research at 5pm 

WEEK 9 

25/05/2020 Complete reading and writing notes on RSA Theatre. 
Pages 124-136 
Use slides on Google classroom to supplement 
Reading and Whatsapp Group: Introduction to post-apartheid theatre 
Write slides in your book along with summary of 
Reading 
 

26/05/2020 South African Theatre 
Pages 137-149 
Use slides on Google classroom to supplement 
Reading and Whatsapp Group: South African Theatre Part 1 
Write slides in your book along with summary of reading 

27/05/2020 South African Theatre 
Write down slides: 
Reading and Whatsapp Group: South African Theatre Part 2 
Write slides in your book along with summary of reading 

28/05/2020 South African Theatre 
Workshop Theatre – from this point on you write in your journals  
Please write the slides in your journal as we will now pick up on Practical 
Work 

29/05/2020 Find 3 newspaper article that are written by RSA journalist with focus on 
RSA stories. These articles must centre around: 

1. Feel good article 
2. Corruption scandals 
3. Voice piece -I am stating my opinion 



 

Make sure these articles resonate with you or it is going to be a long 
week, next week.   
Stick the articles in your book and write 5-8 lines on why you find them 
interesting/why do they appeal to you.  

WEEK 10 

01/06/2020 Unpack the first thing about Workshop Theatre: 
Observation: A story, issue or theme is decided by the group. Then the 
process of observation begins, which may include research, reading, 
interviews with relevant people, observing people in everyday life or 
sharing personal experiences. 
In your groups, exam groups, talk about the different articles you have 
found. And see whether they fit in with the theme that you were given for 
you practical exam. 
Then allocate how you are going to gather information, makes sure you 
discuss this in the practical WhatsApp groups (and make sure Ms Vlandir 
is part of that group) 

02/06/2020 Unpack the first thing about Workshop Theatre: 
Observation: A story, issue or theme is decided by the group. Then the 
process of observation begins, which may include research, reading, 
interviews with relevant people, observing people in everyday life or 
sharing personal experiences. 
In your groups, exam groups, talk about the different articles you have 
found. And see whether they fit in with the theme that you were given for 
you practical exam. 
Then allocate how you are going to gather information, makes sure you 
discuss this in the practical WhatsApp groups (and make sure Ms Vlandir 
is part of that group) 

03/06/2020 Unpack the first thing about Workshop Theatre: 
Observation: A story, issue or theme is decided by the group. Then the 
process of observation begins, which may include research, reading, 
interviews with relevant people, observing people in everyday life or 
sharing personal experiences. 
In your groups, exam groups, talk about the different articles you have 
found. And see whether they fit in with the theme that you were given for 
you practical exam. 
Then allocate how you are going to gather information, makes sure you 
discuss this in the practical WhatsApp groups (and make sure Ms Vlandir 
is part of that group) 



 

04/06/2020 Unpack the first thing about Workshop Theatre: 
Observation: A story, issue or theme is decided by the group. Then the 
process of observation begins, which may include research, reading, 
interviews with relevant people, observing people in everyday life or 
sharing personal experiences. 
In your groups, exam groups, talk about the different articles you have 
found. And see whether they fit in with the theme that you were given for 
you practical exam. 
Then allocate how you are going to gather information, makes sure you 
discuss this in the practical WhatsApp groups (and make sure Ms Vlandir 
is part of that group) 

05/06/2020 Do Greek Chorus Practical by following instructions. The Video will be 
posted up on Google Classroom and on WhatsApp  
 

WEEK 11 

08/06/2020 Unpack the second part of Workshop Theatre: 
Improvisation: The structure of the improvisation may be determined by 
the director, if there is one, or by the actors themselves. Scenes are 
improvised and recorded by scribes or remembered through repetition. 
Sometimes the improvisations are recorded using tape or video. 
 
In your groups find a creative way of crafting your scenes. Remember due 
to social distancing in a practical exam, you will have to try and adhere to 
that. So the idea you perform to the invisible character, what do the other 
actors (groups members) do on stage as they cannot exit. (This will 
probably change, but for now imagine social distancing was a 
requirement in the prac exam). 

09/06/2020 Unpack the second part of Workshop Theatre: 
Improvisation: The structure of the improvisation may be determined by 
the director, if there is one, or by the actors themselves. Scenes are 
improvised and recorded by scribes or remembered through repetition. 
Sometimes the improvisations are recorded using tape or video. 
 
In your groups find a creative way of crafting your scenes. Remember due 
to social distancing in a practical exam, you will have to try and adhere to 
that. So the idea you perform to the invisible character, what do the other 
actors (groups members) do on stage as they cannot exit. (This will 



 

probably change, but for now imagine social distancing was a 
requirement in the prac exam). 

10/06/2020 Unpack the second part of Workshop Theatre: 
Improvisation: The structure of the improvisation may be determined by 
the director, if there is one, or by the actors themselves. Scenes are 
improvised and recorded by scribes or remembered through repetition. 
Sometimes the improvisations are recorded using tape or video. 
 
In your groups find a creative way of crafting your scenes. Remember due 
to social distancing in a practical exam, you will have to try and adhere to 
that. So the idea you perform to the invisible character, what do the other 
actors (groups members) do on stage as they cannot exit. (This will 
probably change, but for now imagine social distancing was a 
requirement in the prac exam). 

11/06/2020 Unpack the second part of Workshop Theatre: 
Improvisation: The structure of the improvisation may be determined by 
the director, if there is one, or by the actors themselves. Scenes are 
improvised and recorded by scribes or remembered through repetition. 
Sometimes the improvisations are recorded using tape or video. 
 
In your groups find a creative way of crafting your scenes. Remember due 
to social distancing in a practical exam, you will have to try and adhere to 
that. So the idea you perform to the invisible character, what do the other 
actors (groups members) do on stage as they cannot exit. (This will 
probably change, but for now imagine social distancing was a 
requirement in the prac exam). 

12/06/2020 Physical Practical on RSA Theatre. 
 
Follow instructions give in the video.  
Video will be posted closer to the time 

 


